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Motor Adaptation Training for Faster Relearning
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Adaptation is an error-driven motor learning process that can account for predictable changes in the environment (e.g., walking on ice)
or in ourselves (e.g., injury). Our ability to recall and build upon adapted motor patterns across days is essential to this learning process.
We investigated how different training paradigms affect the day-to-day memory of an adapted walking pattern. Healthy human adults
walked on a split-belt treadmill, and returned the following day to assess recall, relearning rate, and performance. In the first experiment,
one group adapted and de-adapted (i.e., washed-out the learning) several times on day 1 to practice the initial stage of learning where
errors are large; another group adapted only one time and then practiced in the adapted (“learned”) state where errors were small. On day
2, they performed washout trials before readapting. The group that repeatedly practiced the initial portion of adaptation where errors are
large showed the fastest relearning on the second day. In fact, the memory was nearly as strong as that of a third group that was left
overnight in the adapted state and was not washed-out before reexposure on the second day. This demonstrates that alternating expo-
sures to early adaptation and washout can enhance readaptation. In the second experiment, we tested whether the opposite split-belt
pattern interferes with day 2 relearning. Surprisingly, it did not, and instead was similar to practicing in the adapted state. These results
show that the structure of the initial phase of learning influences the ease of motor relearning.

Introduction
The old adage “practice makes perfect” undoubtedly applies to
learning movements. But what practice schedule is best for dif-
ferent types of motor learning? Prior work has examined the
effects of practice structure on “motor skill learning”—this in-
volves the acquisition of a new pattern of muscle activations, like
a sequence of finger or arm movements (Shea and Morgan, 1979;
Robertson et al., 2004; Krakauer, 2009). Such studies have shown
that training with random practice, where a series of skills are
learned and practiced in short, randomly distributed blocks,
leads to better retention days later than what results from blocked
practice, where a skill is practiced exhaustively before switching
(Shea and Morgan, 1979; Blandin et al., 1994; Simon, 2007; Lin et
al., 2008).

Does practice structure also affect other types of learning, like
motor adaptation? In contrast to skill learning, adaptation is an
error-driven process that adjusts sensorimotor mappings of well
learned movements to account for new, predictable demands
(Martin et al., 1996). This new mapping is stored and must be
unlearned when normal conditions are restored (Shadmehr and
Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994; Martin et al., 1996; Reisman et al., 2005).
Although an adapted pattern can be unlearned, it may not be
forgotten. Rather, subjects who have previously adapted show

some memory of the adapted state when reexposed to the same
perturbation; for example, they may be perturbed less on reexpo-
sure or readapt at a faster rate (Martin et al., 1996; Shadmehr and
Brashers-Krug, 1997; Caithness et al., 2004; Krakauer et al.,
2005). Thus, adaptation training can lead to storage of the origi-
nal and the adapted pattern (Martin et al., 1996). Additionally,
the memory of the adapted state may be subject to interference when
it is followed by adaptation to an opposing perturbation (Shadmehr
and Brashers-Krug, 1997; Krakauer et al., 2005). Thus, the structure
of adaptation training can influence retention.

We investigated whether changing training structure in a
walking adaptation task affects retention. Subjects adapted to a
split-belt treadmill driving one leg faster than the other (Reisman
et al., 2005). In Experiment 1, we asked whether the adapted
pattern could be retained from day to day, without washout, to
determine whether time and walking over ground would dimin-
ish the memory of the split-belt pattern. We then evaluated how
different training structures affect next day retention. On day 1,
subjects either switched between adapting and de-adapting re-
peatedly, or they practiced at the plateau of their adapted state.
We hypothesized that either structure could be beneficial: switch-
ing repeatedly and the exposure to large errors may facilitate
learning how to solve the problem, whereas repeating the adapted
movement could reinforce the adapted pattern, possibly through
a use-dependent mechanism (Diedrichsen et al., 2010; Huang et
al., 2011). In Experiment 2, we asked whether exposing subjects
to the opposite split-belt perturbation immediately following ad-
aptation would interfere with the day 2 memory of the adapted
pattern. Interference would further support the idea that the ac-
quisition of a specific pattern was important for the day 2 mem-
ory, whereas any benefit would suggest that subjects learn how to
adapt for the general type of perturbation.
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Materials and Methods
Subjects. Fifty-two healthy volunteers (13 males, 39 females; mean age,
25.6 years) participated in this study. All subjects gave informed written
consent before participating. The protocols were approved by the Johns
Hopkins Institutional Review Board.

Experimental protocol. Split-belt walking adaptation was studied using
a custom-built treadmill (Woodway) that had two separate belts driven by
independent motors—these belts could be driven at the same speed (“tied-
belts”) or at different speeds (“split-belts”). Speed commands for each belt
were sent to the treadmill through a custom MATLAB (MathWorks) com-
puter interface. Subjects were positioned in the middle of the treadmill
with one leg on each belt and wore a safety harness that was suspended
from the ceiling. The safety harness did not support their body weight. At
the beginning of each trial, the belts were stationary and subjects were not
informed of the speeds of the belts. They were also told to refrain from
looking down at the belts. Subjects initially held onto a ground-
referenced rail when the belts were started and were instructed to lift their
hands off the rail and cross their arms within the first few strides (within
3 s). Subjects remained on the treadmill (either standing or seated) be-
tween epochs for the entire session each day.

Experiment 1. The experimental paradigm is shown in Figure 1 B. All
subjects were naive to the task and began the experiment with a baseline
period during which the belts were tied at 0.7 m/s. Subjects were then
exposed to 10 s of split-belts (belts split at 0.7 and 1.4 m/s; slow belt was
always on the dominant side). We added this short split-belt exposure
since subjects were sometimes surprised by the perturbation when they
first experienced it, which exaggerated the initial asymmetry. Allowing
subjects to briefly experience the split-belts before the adaptation period

reduced this “surprise” reaction, resulting in a more accurate measure-
ment of the asymmetry caused by the split-belts, and not by the perceived
instability induced by this unusual walking situation. To washout any
possible adaptation from the 10 s exposure, subjects walked for 1 min on
tied-belts. Following this, the subjects were adapted to split-belts.

All participants were randomly assigned to one of four groups and
each group received different split-belt training paradigms. Subjects in
the “No Washout” (n � 7) and “No Switch” (n � 7) groups were adapted
to the split-belts continuously for 15 min. For the “Switch” (n � 7) and
“Switch Control” (n � 7) groups, we divided the adaptation period into
three 5 min epochs. In the Switch group, split-belt (S) and tied-belt (T)
epochs of 5 min were alternated (i.e., S-T-S-T-S), so that we could assess
how switching locomotor patterns with repeated bouts of the early phase
of adaptation, where errors are largest, would influence recall, relearning,
and performance. To investigate whether breaks interspersed between
split-belt periods were important for readaptation, we had the Switch
Control group sit for 5 min in between adaptation epochs, rather than
walk on tied-belts. All subjects ended with split-belts on the first day of
training.

Twenty-four hours later, subjects returned to the treadmill. The No
Washout group was immediately exposed to the split-belts for another 15
min to assess the previously learned split-belt pattern. To measure next
day readaptation, the No Switch, Switch, and Switch Control groups all
completed 15 min of tied-belts at the beginning of day 2 to washout any
remaining split-belt adaptation from day 1 before being reexposed to the
split-belts again (15 min).

Experiment 2. This experiment tested whether learning the opposite
split-belt pattern caused detrimental effects on recall, relearning, or per-

Figure 1. A, Diagram of marker location and limb angle convention. B, Experimental paradigm showing the periods of split-belt waking in gray lines and tied walking in black. Dotted gray lines
represent split-belt walking of the opposite speed ratio. The Switch Control group sat for 5 min between adaptation blocks. C, Schematic showing how step symmetry can be changed during
adaptation. On the left are the limb angle trajectories during early adaptation where step lengths are asymmetric. Two possible ways to make stepping more symmetric are shown on the right. The
center of oscillation shift (top) is a spatial change where the limbs gradually shift to oscillate about a midpoint closer to a vertical line intersecting the hip (i.e., center of oscillation � 0). Alternatively
the timing of limb motion (i.e., phase shift) can be altered to equalize stepping (shown at bottom). (Figure adapted from Malone and Bastian, 2010.)
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formance the second day (i.e., interference). Subjects were randomly
assigned to one of three groups: “Single A” (n � 8), “Double A” (n � 8),
and “A-B” (n � 8). All subjects experienced 2 min of baseline walking on
tied-belts (0.7 m/s). The Double A subjects received the brief 10 s expo-
sure to split-belts in between tied-belt baseline periods. All groups (Single
A, Double A, and A-B) were adapted to split-belts, pattern A, (belts split
at 0.7 and 1.4 m/s; slow belt under dominant leg) for a continuous 15
min. Subjects in the Double A and A-B Group were then washed out with
tied-belts (0.7 m/s, 10 –15 min). The Double A group was reexposed to
the same split-belts (pattern A) again for 15 min, while the A-B group
were exposed to split-belts but with the opposite split pattern, pattern B,
(belts split at 1.4 and 0.7 m/s; slow belt under the nondominant leg) for
15 min. All subjects then left the lab in an adapted state: Single A and
Double A groups adapted to pattern A and the A-B group adapted to
pattern B. All groups returned the following day and completed a wash-
out period of tied-belts (0.7 m/s; 10 –15 min) before being reexposed to
split-belts pattern A.

Data collection. Kinematic data were collected at 100 Hz using Opto-
trak (Northern Digital). Infrared-emitting markers were placed bilater-
ally over the toe (fifth metatarsal head), ankle (lateral malleolus), knee
(lateral femoral epicondyle), hip (greater trochanter), pelvis (iliac crest),
and shoulder (acromion process) (Fig. 1 A). Voltages reflecting treadmill
belt speeds were recorded directly from treadmill motor output at 1000
Hz. Marker position and analog data (treadmill belt speeds) were syn-
chronized and sampled simultaneously using Optotrak software. Heel
strike times were approximated using the maximum angle of the limb
(Fig. 1 A); toe-off time was approximated to be the minimum limb angle.
All kinematic data were collected once the belts reached 80% of the
desired speed.

Data analysis. In this study, our primary measurement was step length
symmetry which has previously been shown to adapt robustly (Reisman
et al., 2005, 2007, 2009; Choi and Bastian, 2007; Choi et al., 2009; Malone
and Bastian, 2010; Vasudevan and Bastian, 2010). Step symmetry (SS)
was defined as the normalized difference between the step lengths (SL) of
the “fast” and “slow” leg: SS � (SLf � SLs)/(SLf � SLs).

A positive step symmetry value means that the fast step was larger than
the slow step, and vice versa for negative values. A value of 0 indicates
symmetry. Normalization of dividing by the sum of the step lengths was
done so subjects of different height who take different sized steps could
be compared. We chose this as our primary measure since our previous
work suggested that it is a “global” measure of walking coordination that
can be altered with modifications to either spatial or temporal coordina-
tion or a combination of both (Fig. 1C) (Malone and Bastian, 2010). That
is, subjects can alter their step lengths during split-belt adaptation by
shifting the “center of oscillation” (spatial coordination—where the
limbs are placed during walking) for each leg or by changing “phasing”
(temporal coordination—when the limbs are placed) between the legs
(Malone and Bastian, 2010).

Our measure of spatial coordination, center of oscillation, evaluated
whether the leg was oscillating about a flexed, extended or neutral (i.e.,
vertical) axis. This was calculated on a stride-by-stride basis as the mid-
point of the limb angle between heel strike and toe off for each leg. Limb
angle was defined as the angle between a vertical line and the vector from
the hip to the foot on an x-y plane (Fig. 1 A); it was positive when the
when the foot was in front of the hip (flexion) and negative behind
(extension). When the limb was oscillating symmetrically around a ver-
tical axis drawn through the hip, the center of oscillation value was de-
fined as zero. The center of oscillation of the fast leg was subtracted from
that of the slow leg to give the center of oscillation difference between the
two legs. When the center of oscillation difference was zero, stepping in
the spatial realm was symmetric.

Our measure of temporal coordination, phasing, was determined
using the time series of limb angles for each leg (Choi and Bastian,
2007). It was calculated as the lag time at peak cross-correlation (Sig-
nal Processing Toolbox, MATLAB) of the limb angle trajectories over
one stride cycle (Choi and Bastian, 2007). Possible phasing values
ranged from 0 to1 stride cycles, with symmetric walking having a
value of 0.5 (i.e., out-of-phase walking). The slow leg was the refer-
ence leg in this analysis.

To quantify changes in the adaptation on a single day in the three
parameters (step symmetry, center of oscillation, and phasing), we mea-
sured the first stride to assess the initial perturbation, and defined the
early change as the average of strides 2–30 for each individual subject,
which captures the initial, large reduction in errors. The advantage of this
measure of early change is that does not assume that the subjects follow a
specific pattern as, for example, would a single or double exponential fit.
Additionally, it allows us to compare measures across days for individual
subjects. Similarly, we calculated the plateau as the last 30 strides of
adaptation on day 1 and day 2. The magnitude of all first stride, early
change, and plateau values were used, regardless of sign convention for
step symmetry, phasing and center of oscillation difference. To measure
changes across days, we subtracted an individual subject’s values for first
stride, early change and plateau on day 2 from day 1. We defined the
difference in first stride across days as “recall,” the difference in early
change across days as “relearning,” and the difference in plateau across
days as “performance.”

Additionally, to assess relearning for the day 2 curves of step symme-
try, we fit group curves with a single exponential with 3 floating param-
eters. The fit equation was of the form ae �x /t � c, where a Matlab Curve
Fitting Toolbox calculated average and 95% confidence bounds on pa-
rameters a, t, and c.

Statistical analysis. One-way ANOVAs were used to compare baseline,
perturbation, early adaptation and plateau values for all three parameters
across groups on day 1 to confirm that all groups performed similarly.
We then used repeated-measures ANOVAs to compare our measures of
recall, relearning, and performance in these same parameters (calcula-
tion described above), which tested for effects of day and group. Post hoc
analysis was performed using Fisher’s LSD test. Statistica (StatSoft) was
used for all statistical analysis and the � level was set at p � 0.05.

Results
Experiment 1
All subjects were able to complete the walking task without diffi-
culty, regardless of group assignment. We first made sure there
was no difference in baseline walking across groups after the brief
exposure to the split-belt perturbation. Analyzing the last 30 s of
the second tied epoch we found no difference in step symme-
try (F(3,24) � 0.24, p � 0.85), center of oscillation difference
(F(3,24) � 0.57, p � 0.64), or phasing (F(3,24) � 2.02, p � 0.14).
The mean baseline values from the last 30 s of this second tied
epoch were subtracted from all subsequent data on day 1, thus
referencing all data to each subject’s initial baseline asymmetry.
The SE of the baseline period is shown by the first points in
Figures 2– 4 (day 1 is blue; day 2 is red). The No Washout group
did not complete a tied period on day 2, so values from day 2 were
subtracted from the day 1 baseline. For all other groups, the last
thirty seconds of tied walking on day 2 were used as a second
baseline period and the mean values were subtracted from subse-
quent values on day 2. We found no difference in the second baseline
across groups in step symmetry (F(2,18) � 1.02, p � 0.38), center of
oscillation difference (F(2,18) � 0.88, p � 0.43), or phasing (F(2,18) �
1.67, p � 0.22).

To compare groups on day 2, we first assessed adaptation
behavior and extent on day 1 to ensure that it was similar across
groups. To quantify the initial perturbation we analyzed the first
stride. No differences were found across groups: step symmetry
(F(3,24) � 0.28 p � 0.84); center of oscillation difference (F(3,24) �
0.43, p � 0.74); phasing (F(3,24) � 1.12, p � 0.36); therefore, all
groups were similarly perturbed. To assess early adaptation, we
measured the early change (i.e., average of strides 2–30). No dif-
ferences were found across groups: step symmetry (F(3,24) � 0.27,
p � 0.85); center of oscillation difference (F(3,24) � 0.32, p �
0.81); phasing (F(3,24) � 0.76, p � 0.53). This indicates that sub-
jects were perturbed and adapted similarly, regardless of group
assignment. To verify that subjects adapted to similar levels by the
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end of training on day 1, we measured the plateau value (i.e., last
30 strides). The mean and SEs of plateau values for each exposure
are shown by the error bars at the end of the adaptation curves
(only first 190 strides are shown) in Figures 2– 4. For the No
Washout and No Switch groups, where training was continuous
for 15 min, this meant that we took the last 30 strides from the
Day 1, Exposure 1 (blue symbols). For the Switch and Switch
Control groups, we compared behavior after the complete 15 min
of training (i.e., last 30 steps of the third exposure, yellow sym-
bols). We found no differences in plateau in any of the parame-
ters: step symmetry (F(3,24) � 0.40, p � 0.75), center of oscillation
difference (F(3,24) � 1.20, p � 0.33), phasing (F(3,24) � 0.40, p �
0.76). Since all groups adapted similarly to the perturbation, and
adapted the same amount on the first day, we concluded that day
1 behavior was the same across groups. In verifying that day 1
behavior was the same, we could assume that our measures as-
sessing differences across days were due to changes in day 2
behavior.

Figure 2 shows our primary measure of step symmetry. Group
means, smoothed by three strides, � SE are shown. We saw typ-
ical adaptation behavior on the first day, where subjects in all
groups were initially perturbed by the split-belt and returned
toward symmetric walking with increasing stride number. The
first 190 steps (�5 min) of adaptation are shown (in blue for day
1 and in red for day 2), averaging every three strides, with the final
plateau shown at the end.

When subjects were brought back 24 h later and immediately
exposed to the split-belts (i.e., No Washout group, Fig. 2A), the
walking pattern was very well retained (i.e., compare blue plateau
with first stride of the red curve). Additionally, subjects were
much less perturbed and adapted faster on the second day, seen
by comparing blue and red curves in Figure 2A.

Since we found substantial retention the following day in the
No Washout group and were concerned about a ceiling effect, we
included a washout before readaptation for the remaining groups
so that we could assess improvements from training structure.
That is, on day 2 we washed out the adaptation done on day 1.
This meant that all subjects would be in a baseline state, so that we
could assess changes in readaptation. We used the average of the
last 30 strides from this day 2 baseline period as the reference for
day 2 behavior (i.e., red bars before adaptation, Figs. 2– 4). Fol-
lowing this washout, we then assessed readaptation to split-belts
on the second day.

Figure 2B shows how subjects readapted to the perturbation
in the No Switch group. Subjects in this group showed a much
smaller change across days, but still retained some memory from
the previous day’s training, as evidenced by the difference be-
tween the blue and red curves. In the Switch group, subjects were
allowed to adapt and washout their walking pattern multiple
times on the first day, so they would be forced to continue switch-
ing their walking pattern between the adapted and de-adapted
state. Behavior for the Switch group is shown in Figure 2C, with
each exposure plotted. Note that these subjects were initially per-
turbed by the split-belts in each exposure (i.e., large errors in
beginning of blue, green, and yellow curves in Fig. 2C). Using a
repeated-measures ANOVA, we compared the plateau of the
prior exposure to the first stride on the next exposure (e.g., blue
plateau symbols and green first stride) and found a significant
change (F(1,13) � 48.02, p � 0.001). Subjects then adapted to the
perturbation with a reduction in errors as stride number in-
creased. Interestingly, the rate at which they adapted became pro-
gressively faster with each exposure to the split-belts (i.e.,
compare blue, green, and yellow curves in Fig. 2C). With a
repeated-measures ANOVA of early change values on day 1, we
found an effect of exposure (Greenhouse-Geisser corrected:
F(1.1,6.7) � 12.97, p � 0.008). When these subjects returned the
second day, they adapted faster than in any of the exposures on
the first day. To test whether simply interspersing breaks, rather
than washout periods, between split-belt exposures was sufficient
to influence readaptation, we tested a Switch Control group that
sat for 5 min between adaptation epochs. We did not observe
similar increases in errors from time alone between exposures as
we did when split-belt periods were interspersed with tied-belt
washout periods in the Switch group (e.g., compare blue plateau
to first point of green curve, Fig. 2C,D). We did not find a signif-
icant change between plateau of one exposure to the first stride on
the next exposure (F(1,13) � 0.25, p � 0.62). Rather, subjects in
the Switch Control group returned to the adapted pattern they
ended with, even after sitting for 5 min. In addition, while adap-
tation on day 2 was faster than in the first exposure to split-belts

Figure 2. Comparison of step symmetry adaptation across groups. Baseline, first stride,
adaptation curves (smoothed by 3 strides) for a portion of training epochs (2–190), and final
plateau values are shown. A, No Washout. Mean step symmetry values subtracted from baseline
are shown. The first stride is off-set as individual symbols, with mean and SE bars. Average
adaptation curves (�SEs in shaded region) for strides 2–190 (�5 min) of adaptation on day 1
and day 2 are shown in blue and red lines, respectively. Points plotted at the end of these curves
represent means (�SE) of the last 30 steps of adaptation on day 1 and 2, also called “plateau”
values. B, No Switch. Data are shown as in A, except that this group had a tied-belt period
preceding adaptation on day 2 as well (mean of the last 30 s � SE shown in red at beginning of
plot). C, Switch. Data are shown as in B. This group experienced three 5 min exposures to
split-belts, interspersed with 5 min washout periods on day 1. Thus, the data plotted in green
and yellow represent average values during the second and third exposures to split-belts, re-
spectively. Mean baseline values for exposures 2 and 3 shown at the beginning of this plot
represent mean step symmetry in the last 30 s of the washout period preceding that exposure.
D, Switch Control. Data are shown as in C. In this group, subjects were given breaks instead of
being washed-out between exposures to split-belts, thus baseline data for exposures 2 and 3
are not shown. E, Comparison of day 2 curves. Day 2 adaptation curves and plateau values for
each group are shown. Note that all groups reach the same plateau, but differences are seen in
the early change of adaptation, with No Washout showing the most improvement, followed by
Switch, while No Switch and Switch Control show the least improvement. F, Exponential curve
fits for day 2 curves. Average points are shown for the data presented in E. Single exponential
time constants (t) with 95% confidence bounds are shown in the legend.
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on day 1, it was comparable to the No Switch group, and relearn-
ing in Switch Control was not as fast as in Switch.

Figure 2E shows a comparison of behavior on day 2 across the
four groups. Relearning appears to proceed faster in the No
Washout and Switch groups, compared with No Switch and
Switch Control. We quantified the changes in step symmetry
recall (i.e., difference in the first stride), relearning (i.e., differ-
ences in early change), and performance (i.e., difference in pla-
teau) across days (see Fig. 5A–C).

First, we found an effect of day on recall of step symmetry
(F(1,24) � 25.46, p � 0.001). Subjects were perturbed significantly
less in the first stride across days, which means that they were able
to immediately recall some of the split-belt pattern. The No
Washout group looks to have the best recall, though we did not
find an interaction of group � day on the first stride across days
(F(3,24) � 1.01, p � 0.41). This means that although subjects on a
whole were able to immediately recall the pattern, group assign-
ment did not affect the first stride. One contributing factor to this
result may be the high variability of the first stride across subjects.
As such, we looked at the first 3 or first 5 strides to see whether
they might be less variable, and still suitable for measuring recall.
Unfortunately, the different groups changed a different amount
within the first 3 or 5 strides. For example, from stride 1 to 3, the
No Washout group changed 23% of their initial perturbation, the
Washout group 5%, the Switch group 11% and the Switch Con-
trol group 6%. If we analyze the mean of the first 3 strides as
reflecting recall, the effect is largely driven by this early change
rather than what subjects recall on the first stride. This is also true
for the first 5 strides. Given this information, we think that the
first stride on day 2 is the best indicator of recall, despite
variability.

Second, we found an effect of day on readaptation of step
symmetry (F(1,24) � 182.14, p � 0.001). All groups showed a
significant decrease in the early change across days (all p values
�0.01), signifying that all groups had improved relearning on the
second day. Third, there was a significant interaction effect found
between groups for step symmetry early change across days
(F(3,24) � 10.95, p � 0.001). As expected, we observed the fastest
relearning in the No Washout group, since they immediately
returned to split-belts on day 2. In post hoc analysis, the No Wash-
out group was significantly different from No Switch (p � 0.001)
and Switch Control (p � 0.001), while there was a trend of a
difference from Switch (p � 0.06). The No Switch and Switch
Control groups were similar (p � 0.97), thus time alone between
exposures did not improve second day relearning. The Switch
group was significantly different from both the No Switch (p �
0.01) and Switch Control (p � 0.01) groups. Finally, we found no
differences in the changes in plateau values across groups
(F(3,24) � 1.55, p � 0.23). Therefore, in sum we found that all
groups recalled (i.e., first stride) the split pattern similarly. For
the three groups that experienced a washout (No Switch, Switch,
and Switch Control), relearning was best in the Switch group,
approaching similar early change values as what we observed
when subjects were immediately reexposed to the split-belts (i.e.,
No Washout group). Despite this difference in relearning (i.e.,
early change), all groups eventually converged to the same level of
performance (i.e., plateau).

To ensure that our effect of relearning was not just due to a
difference in the first stride, we used exponential curve fits to
quantify step symmetry adaptation rates on day 2. A curve fit
analysis which would assess relearning rate without any influence
from the starting point. The data with the fits overlaid are shown
in Figure 2F. Time constants with 95% confidences intervals re-

vealed that the No Washout group relearned the fastest (t � 5.7
[3.36,8.04], r 2 � 0.62), followed by Switch (t � 9.87 [8.40,11.37],
r 2 � 0.92), and then No Switch (t � 18.2 [15.2,21.1], r 2 � 0.91),
and Switch Control (t � 17.76 [15.03,20.52], r 2 � 0.92).

Step symmetry can be influenced by changes in spatial (i.e.,
center of oscillation difference) and temporal (i.e., phasing) mea-
sures of coordination (Malone and Bastian, 2010). Center of os-
cillation difference adaptation curves are shown in Figure 3.
Similar trends were noted where the No Washout group demon-
strated the fastest relearning on day 2 (Fig. 3A). In the three
remaining groups, the Switch group showed the fastest relearning
(Fig. 3C) and the slowest relearning was observed in the No
Switch and Switch Control groups (Fig. 3B,D). We found a sig-
nificant effect of day on the first stride (F(1,24) � 24.62, p � 0.001),
but not a significant interaction effect across groups (F(3,24) �
1.74, p � 0.19). Additionally, there was a significant effect of day
for early change (F(1,24) � 73.48, p � 0.001). Post hoc results
showed a significant decrease across days for all groups (all p
values �0.05). When assessing differences in early change across
days (see Fig. 5C), we also found a significant interaction effect
across groups (F(3,24) � 4.89, p � 0.01). Post hoc analysis revealed
a significant difference between No Washout and No Switch (p �
0.01), and No Washout and Switch Control (p � 0.01), but not
between the No Washout and Switch groups (p � 0.11). As with
step symmetry, we found that relearning was faster with Switch
training compared with No Switch and Switch Control (see Fig.
5C), but these differences did not reach significance (p � 0.14 and
0.10, respectively). There was no difference found between No
Switch and Switch Control (p � 0.88). Additionally, we found no
difference in the center of oscillation difference plateau across
groups (F(3,24) � 1.20, p � 0.33) (see Fig. 5D). Overall, we saw
trends in the spatial elements of limb motions that were similar to
the findings in step symmetry.

In contrast, we saw little effect of training in the temporal
parameter, phasing. We did not find a significant effect of day
(F(1,24) � 0.25, p � 0.62) or day � group (F(3,24) � 0.61, p � 0.61)
on the first stride. However, we did find a day effect for early
change (F(1,24) � 33.76, p � 0.001), but post hoc analysis only
found a difference in the No Washout (p � 0.001) and Switch
Control (p � 0.03) groups. The difference in early change values
between day 1 and 2 did not reach significance for the No Switch
(p � 0.23) and Switch (p � 0.15) groups. The No Washout group
readapts the temporal pattern much faster on the second day

Figure 3. Comparison of adaptation of center of oscillation difference across groups. Aver-
aged data for the No Washout (A), No Switch (B), Switch (C), and Switch Control (D) groups are
shown as in Figure 2. Baseline, first stride, adaptation curves for a portion of training epochs
(2–190), and final plateau values are shown.
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(Fig. 4A), while the remaining three groups showed comparable
relearning (Fig. 4B–D). For our early change measure, we found
a significant effect across groups (F(3,24) � 6.01, p � 0.01), but
this was due to the No Washout group being significantly differ-

ent from all other groups (all p values �0.01) (Fig. 5 E). Similar to
all the other parameters, we found no difference in the plateau for
phasing (F(3,24) � 0.40, p � 0.76) (Fig. 5F). Therefore, although
subjects were able to retain the temporal pattern the second day
(i.e., No Washout), the training method on the first day seemed
to have little influence on phasing when subjects were washed out
before readaptation.

Experiment 2
Here we tested the specificity of the learned walking pattern
across days for step symmetry in three groups: Single A, Double
A, and A-B. We first made sure there was no difference in baseline
walking across groups. Analyzing the last 30 s of the tied epoch we
found no difference in step symmetry (F(2,21) � 0.63, p � 0.54).
The mean baseline values from the last 30 s of this tied epoch were
subtracted from all subsequent data on day 1, thus referencing all
data to each subject’s initial baseline asymmetry. The SE of the
baseline period is shown by the first points in Figure 6A–C (day 1
is blue; day 2 is red). The last thirty seconds of tied walking on day

2 were used as a second baseline period
and the mean values were subtracted from
subsequent values on day 2. We found no
difference in the second baseline across
groups in step symmetry (F(2,21) � 1.11,
p � 0.35).

We assessed behavior on day 1 to en-
sure that it was the same across groups.
Figure 6, A–C, shows step symmetry be-
havior in the same manner as Figure 2,
with the first stride set apart, the first 190
steps of adaptation, and the final pla-
teau shown by the symbols at the end. On
day 1 there was no difference in the first
stride (F(2,21) � 1.92, p � 0.17), early
change (F(2,21) � 0.13, p � 0.88), or pla-
teau (F(2,21) � 0.79, p � 0.47) for step
symmetry. Therefore, day 1 adaptation
perturbation, behavior, and extent were
the same across groups.

Next we assessed how recall (i.e., dif-
ference in first stride), relearning (i.e., dif-
ference in early change), and performance
(i.e., difference in plateau) was influenced
by a second 15 min exposure to the same
split-belt perturbation (Double A) or by
the opposite split-belt perturbation (A-
B). We found there was not a significant
group � day interaction in recall (F(2,21) �
0.49, p � 0.62), relearning (F(2,21) � 0.22,
p � 0.81), or plateau (F(2,21) � 1.47, p �
0.25). Therefore, as shown by the Double
A group, a second 15 min exposure to the
same split-belt perturbation did not influ-
ence day 2 readaptation. Previous reach-
ing studies of force field and visuomotor
adaptation have shown that by asking
subjects to learn two opposing tasks, day 2
behavior is worse for these subjects than
those that learn only one adaptation

(Shadmehr and Brashers-Krug, 1997; Caithness et al., 2004;
Krakauer et al., 2005; Krakauer and Shadmehr, 2006). Perhaps
surprisingly, with walking adaptation, we did not see these inter-
ference effects. When investigating the A-B group, there was not

Figure 4. Comparison of phasing adaptation across groups. Averaged data for the No Wash-
out (A), No Switch (B), Switch (C), and Switch Control (D) groups are shown as in Figure 2.
Baseline, first stride, adaptation curves for a portion of training epochs (2–190), and final
plateau values are shown.

Figure 5. A–I, Difference between day 1 and 2 for first stride (shown in A, D, G), early change (average of strides 2–30 strides—shown
in B, E, H ) and plateau (average of last 30 strides—shown in C, F, I ). Bars represent group means � SE, and significant differences are
denoted by asterisks. Step symmetry data are shown in A–C, center of oscillation in D–F, and phasing in G–I. Note that there are no
significant differences in the first stride (A, D, G) or plateau values for any of the measures (C, F, I ); however, there are differences in early
change (B, E, H ). The differences between groups in early change values for center of oscillation (E) are similar to those seen in step
symmetry (B), where the No Washout group shows the best relearning and the No Switch and Switch Control group show the worst
relearning. In contrast, for phasing (H), the No Washout group still shows the most relearning, but No Switch, Switch, and Switch Control
groups show similar amounts of relearning. Note: Higher values in Figure 5 mean larger changes across days. This normally means that
subjects are closer to symmetry on day 2, but some subjects could over-adapt past symmetry, which would also result in larger delta values.
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any detrimental or enhanced effects from subjects experiencing the
opposite split-belt perturbation compared with Single A. Experi-
ment 2 demonstrates that overtraining with an additional 15 min of
the same or opposite split-belt perturbation does not change the
readaptation on day 2.

Discussion
We have shown that walking adaption is remembered day to day,
and that the training schedule on day 1 affects relearning on day
2. Subjects showed the fastest relearning on day 2 when the
adapted pattern was not washed-out between training days. In
the groups where the adapted pattern was washed-out, relearning
was fastest when subjects adapted and de-adapted repeatedly in
short intervals (i.e., switching) on day 1, and slower when sub-
jects adapted once and continued training at the plateau. Adap-
tation to the opposite split-belt perturbation and overtraining
(i.e., receiving two 15 min split-belt periods) had no additional
effect on day 2 relearning— both looked similar to plateau train-
ing. Interestingly, in all cases recall (on the first stride) was pres-
ent on day 2, but did not differ significantly across groups. Our
interpretation is that training structure specifically affected re-
learning (early change) of the pattern, and not recall (first stride).

We first assessed whether subjects retained the adapted pat-
tern across days. While we expected some retention, we were
surprised by how much subjects remembered: in No Washout,
step symmetry early change was reduced from �0.18 on day 1 to
�0.04 on day 2 (difference of 0.14), indicating an 80% improve-
ment in relearning across days. This demonstrates that the mem-
ory for this walking pattern is highly context-specific. We suspect
that the calibration learned through adaptation was not used
(therefore not washed out) in more natural situations, despite the
fact that subjects walked as much as they liked between sessions.
This is similar to reaching adaptation, which shows strong retention
from day to day when no device-specific washout or alternate motor
learning tasks are given (Shadmehr and Brashers-Krug, 1997; Caith-
ness et al., 2004; Krakauer et al., 2005).

Subjects readapted faster to a perturbation even after the
learned behavior was washed out (i.e., savings) which is similar to
reaching studies (Shadmehr and Brashers-Krug, 1997; Caithness
et al., 2004; Krakauer et al., 2005). Faster relearning could imply
that the nervous system retains a more permanent memory of the
adapted pattern (Krakauer and Shadmehr, 2006) or that it has
learned about how to solve the problem more efficiently (Braun
et al., 2009). Yet, our results differ from previous reaching studies
in that experiencing the opposite perturbation on day 1 does not
interfere with relearning on day 2. In fact, we saw benefit from the
opposite perturbation when it was performed within minutes of
the initial adaptation. We speculate that subjects may have
“learned to learn.” This type of phenomenon has been reported
in finger sequence tasks and reaching adaptation studies whereby
subjects are able to adapt more rapidly after repeated exposures
to different perturbations (Miall et al., 2004; Seidler, 2010).
Through the exposure to multiple perturbations, subjects can
learn abstract motor strategies that allow for flexibility and faster
adaptation to future perturbations (Braun et al., 2010). Here sub-
jects may have learned a bilateral rule that aids adaptation to any
split-belt perturbation or that a mirror symmetric transforma-
tion could be applied to this locomotor task (i.e., the left leg does
what the right was doing and vice versa). We suggest that subjects
learned how to adapt to the general type of perturbation rather
than being able to recall the actual solution, which we think is also
consistent with the results from our switching experiment.

Switching locomotor patterns with repeated short exposures
improved learning on the next day. Time between exposures
alone could not account for this effect. We therefore think that
the Switch group benefitted from either repeatedly switching be-
tween adaptation and de-adaptation, more exposure to large er-
rors, or a combination of both. It is interesting that the benefit of
the switch training structure was not due to improved recall of the
adapted pattern on the first stride; it was instead due to an im-
provement of relearning (early change). This seems to contrast
with prior work on prism adaptation training over many weeks
(Martin et al., 1996). There we showed that subjects learn to
improve recall of an adapted pattern from one day to the next, on
the very first trial (Martin et al., 1996). However, in that study,
there was a clear cue indicating the new context before the move-
ment was made—i.e., prism goggles on versus off (Martin et al.,
1996). But, despite the strong context cue, it should be noted that
recall was incomplete after 1 week of training, and required 6
weeks of training to fully develop (Martin et al., 1996). So, im-
proved recall may depend on how often the task is repeated.

One concern about the current study might be that there is no
context cue to signal that the conditions are different before the
treadmill belts begin to move, and therefore it may be hard to see
recall on the first step. Yet, there is a proprioceptive “cue” of
split-belts speeds that could be processed within the first step
(stance times typically take between 0.75 and 1.0 s). This is clearly
sufficient to induce recall, since we see improvement on the first
stride in all conditions. What we do not see is a change in recall
across training conditions. We are left to conclude that the main
effect of the training condition is on relearning, rather than recall
in this study.

There are several regions of the nervous system that could
contribute to day-to-day recall and relearning. Two top candi-
date sites are the motor cortex and the cerebellum. Evidence for
motor cortex involvement comes from experiments in which
monkeys adapted reaching to a force field (Li et al., 2001). After
washout of the adapted pattern, some neurons still remained in
their adapted state, and therefore could assist in recall or more

Figure 6. Comparison of adaptation of step symmetry across groups for Experiment 2. A–C,
Averaged data for the Single A (A), Double A (B), and A-B Group (C) are shown as in Figure 2.
Baseline, first stride, and adaptation curves for a portion of training epochs (2–190), and final
plateau values are shown. D, Difference between day 1 and 2 for first stride, early change
(average of strides 2–30) and plateau (average of last 30 strides). Bars represent group
means � SE. No significant differences were found for any measure.
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rapid relearning. The cerebellum has been indicated via studies
using reversible lesions during eye-blink conditioning (Medina et
al., 2001). Those authors suggested that memories of perturba-
tions are stored in the deep cerebellar nuclei because washout first
affects cerebellar cortex, whereas the cerebellar nuclei circuits
required much longer periods of extinction. They proposed that
residual plasticity in the cerebellar nuclei may be activated upon
reexposure to the perturbation, resulting in faster relearning
(Medina et al., 2001).

We think that the cerebellum may be involved in the
switching effects on relearning that we observed in this study
for a few reasons. First, using transcranial magnetic stimula-
tion (TMS) we have found that the excitability of the cerebel-
lum is specifically modulated during split-belt treadmill
adaptation, where motor cortex excitability modulated with
walking difficulty rather than adaptation (Jayaram et al.,
2011). The cerebellum has also been shown to have greatest
change in excitability during early adaptation (Galea et al.,
2011), which is the period that was repeated in the switch
training. We have also found that cerebellar damage impairs
adaptation, particularly when perturbations are abruptly in-
troduced and cause large errors, similar to what we see in the
Switch condition (Criscimagna-Hemminger et al., 2010). Fi-
nally, we know that locomotor adaptation is dependent on cerebellar
integrity (Morton and Bastian, 2006). Therefore, it is possible that
cerebellar activity could be important for strengthening motor re-
learning the following day from switch training.

It is also possible that specific cerebellar regions are involved,
since switching had larger effects on the spatial versus temporal
control of walking. We have previously suggested that spatial
control may preferentially engage the intermediate cerebellar cir-
cuit and its connections to the cerebrum, whereas temporal con-
trol could use the midline cerebellar circuit and its connections to
the midbrain and brainstem (Malone and Bastian, 2010). It could
be that cerebral-cerebellar circuits allow for more flexibility, and
specifically the ability to relearn more rapidly. We speculate that
brainstem structures might be less flexible which might explain why
temporal control was not influenced much by the training structure.

In sum, we have found that different adaptation training
methods can influence the ease of relearning on the next day.
Switching repeatedly between adaptation and de-adaption on
day 1 substantially improves relearning on day 2. Additionally,
adapting to an opposing pattern on day 1 does not interfere
with relearning on day 2—in fact, it still helps relearning.
Based on these two experiments, we suspect that the ease of
relearning reflects the fact that the subjects have somehow
learned how to solve the problem more efficiently. Along these
lines, we are now formally testing whether structural learning,
or the ability to use general rules to improve learning of related
tasks, is operational in walking (Braun et al., 2009). Other
future work will be aimed at understanding how these phe-
nomena influence long-term training, the generalization of
the adapted pattern to other contexts, and most importantly
motor relearning in patient populations.
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